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About This Game

About the Game

Experiment Gone Rogue is a sci-fi action VR game set in a dystopian future where an alien race, known as the Cirinians, has
come to Earth and asserted itself as the ruler of humanity. The positive public image they have created for themselves acts as a
vail to hide the experiments they have been performing on us. But it's exactly those shady tests that end up biting the Cirinians

asses when they accidentally let loose their most dangerous creation who proceeded to slaughter its creators.
In Experiment Gone Rogue you take the role of a genetically enhanced super soldier who was created with the sole purpose of

warfare. Punch your way through enemies, ride flying vehicles, dual wield any gun you come across, fight monstrous bosses, eat
cupcakes and visit the interactive Go-go bar to relax after all that rampaging.

Main Features

 Action packed combat

 Various weapons with hidden upgraded versions

 Destructible environment

 Smooth locomotion and teleportation systems

 Multiple exciting boss fights
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 Realistic climbing experience at terrifying heights
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Title: Experiment Gone Rogue
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Repulse
Publisher:
SZH
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5 Sandy Bridge or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 10 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires VR headset and Motion Controllers

English
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A mediocre shooter with inspiration stolen from (but a poor immitation of) Robo Recall and Tron with a bit of 90's Duke3d.

Basic monsters, silly AI and huge open spaces. The shooter is lack luster and dull, the only motivation is really making it to the
next strip club to see some breasts.

Then there's this "reward". Recycled models and pretty ordinary textures. If you want a shooter, don't get this. If you want a
game with strippers....don't get this.. It's a just VR strip club in the shooter wrapping. was good starting out but you got puzzels i
guess with no clue of what to do and when you get ready to leave an area it blocks you out with no reason just wondering do
people make sure these games work or just sell them and hope for the best?
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